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Welcome Pack

Welcome Pack

Never has an educational
programme opened up
so many opportunities
to students and so many
doors to industry.”
Chris Aitken, Computing Science Teacher,
Wick High School
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Welcome

>> Transforming education and unlocking the confidence and talent of young people

Free forever
For all non-fee paying schools

Curriculum
compatible

National
awards

>> Hello and welcome to Apps for Good
To help you better understand the benefits, impact and practicalities of the Apps for
Good course, we’ve compiled this Welcome Pack for you. Inside you’ll find all the
information you need as you prepare to deliver the Apps for Good course to your
students.
Learn about The Three Pillars of Apps for Good, explore new ways of delivering
learning through the Apps for Good Pedagogy and the possibilities of our flexible
course frameworks.
You’ll definitely want to take a look at our sample 5 Minute Lesson Plan. Those have
proved popular with our educator community! We’ve even included a set of case
studies so you can learn, directly from our educators and their students how Apps
for Good has transformed technology education in real terms, in real classrooms.
Think of this document as your go-to guide.
If you’d like like to talk to us in person, we’d love to hear from you.
You can contact us via email at the addresses below, or you can call us
on 020 8150 6908
The Apps for Good Team

Contact Us

Yaa Adansi-Pipim

Freddie Norton

Education Community
Officer

Expert Community
Manager

education@appsforgood.org

experts@appsforgood.org

Natalie Moore

Amy Schumacher

Head of Education
Partners

Fellows Community
Manager

education@appsforgood.org

fellows@appsforgood.org
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About Apps For Good

>> We want to help young people turn bright ideas into real technology products

About Apps For Good
Apps for Good is an education technology charity arming young entrepreneurs with
the skills they need to thrive in a tech driven future. The Apps for Good course was
first delivered to 25 students in a school in East London in 2010 and has since reached
over 75,000 students in more than 1,200 schools and learning centres across the UK
and internationally. We partner with educators to deliver the Apps for Good course to
young people aged 10 to 18.
Apps for Good works with teachers to create a new kind of learning, one that’s rooted
in the real world and driven by students. Students taking the course move through the
full app development cycle from concept to coding to launch, learning to solve real
world problems. During the process students develop digital skills and essential 21st
century skills including communication and teamwork.

OUR APPROACH: THE THREE PILL ARS OF APPS FOR GOOD

1

2

3

Student-driven
learning

Coding &
Technology

Real world
context

Students work in teams
to solve a problem they
are passionate about

Use technology to
solve problems in a
creative way

Use industry
development practices to
launch a real product

 Focus on creativity

 Coding with a purpose

 Draw on real world experts

 Inquiry-led

 Use free coding software

 Use real world methods

 Opportunity to ‘fail’ and
learn quickly

 Self-directed peer
learning

 Develop tech skills
and soft skills
 Use real world problems

Apps for Good teaches coding and the fundamentals of the digital world but
the impact and benefits of the course on student learning reach far beyond the
production of a finished app.
Apps for Good unlocks the confidence and talent of young people through creative
learning programmes. Our goal is to produce more able, self-confident, collaborative
young people ready to make a difference to their world.

COURSE IMPACT ON STUDENTS’ SKILL IMPROVEMENT LEVEL

78%
Communication

74%
Making
presentations

84%
Idea
generation
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About Apps For Good

75,000+

1,200

1,298

Students since
2010

Active education
partners

Industry expert
volunteers

The Apps for Good course is available to Primary and Secondary schools, FE colleges
and informal learning centres. The course can be delivered by any level of teacher,
regardless of experience or prior subject knowledge. The flexible course framework
allows Apps for Good to be delivered during curriculum time, during enrichment
time or as a club.
Apps for Good is a registered charity funded by industry.
Our supporters include:

THE APPS FOR GOOD COURSE PACK AGE INCLUDES:
99 Teacher Training

99 Software Tools

99 Course Framework

99 Industry Expert
Sessions

99 Planning & Delivery

99 Ongoing Support

99 Entry to Apps for Good
Awards
99 Apps for Good
Community

FREE FOREVER to non fee paying schools
£1000 annual fee for fee paying + for-profit learning centres
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About the course

Our aim is to power a generation to change their world with
technology. Through our course we want to help students gain
vital digital and multidisciplinary skills, such as confidence in
presenting, teamwork and collaboration, which will help them
thrive in a tech-driven future.
Debbie Forster, Co-CEO Apps for Good

About the course
Choose the course option best suited to you!
With two course options to choose from, you can tailor Apps for Good to suit
your teaching priorities. The flexible course framework allows Apps for Good to be
delivered during curriculum time, during enrichment time or as a club.

Course Framework Options
Mini Course Framework

Full Course Framework

Time to
deliver

10-12 contact hours

Training
and prep

Less prep required.
Access to online CPD

More prep required.
Access to online CPD

Experts

Two specific requests

Unlimited requests

Eligible for entry but may
need additional work

Eligible for entry

Apps for Good
Awards
Coding
Curriculum
mapping
Delivery
Flexibility

Limited within core
2 hour extension activites available

Approx. 30 contact hours
(opportunities to extend and enrich)

Prototyping throughout

Could be delivered alongside
other course materials

Mapped to
curriculum

Structured sessions
(light touch adaption)

Completely flexible
delivery
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About the course

Core Course Elements
Apps for Good students work together in teams to identify real world problems they
care about - then they learn to build a mobile, web or social app to solve them. They
work through all key aspects of new product development in a hands on way.
The course structure mimics the professional process of a real start-up:

Product development cycle

Topics are built around each stage of the product development cycle and are
intended to be presented in sequence, but - as in real-world industry practice developing an app is an iterative process and inevitably student teams will move
back and forth between topics and work at different paces.
The flexible framework of the course allows you to tailor delivery in a way that suits
your students, your teaching priorities and your delivery model.
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About the course

Case Study / Budehaven Community School, Cornwall
IVAN LANGTON, HEAD OF ICT AND COMPUTING

Ivan Langton is Head of ICT & Computing at Budehaven Community School in
Cornwall. He explains how Apps for Good helped his students find their passion
for technology.

Computing can be a really difficult subject
to get your head around, especially when
faced with a computer screen containing
nothing but code. As a teacher, the
question is: how can you make it relevant
to the students?
One way is to introduce a project, like Apps
for Good, that allows students to create
something of their own. This approach
gives them a sense of ownership and lets
them work on something that they are
interested in or care about.

This real-world development
process has been fantastic
and has helped the students
see a real purpose in studying
computing, leading to greater
enthusiasm.”

We run the Apps for Good course with our
Year 9 group. Students design their own
app while learning practical computing
skills like coding. They research their
ideas and survey what the technology
market already has to offer. This real-world
development process has been fantastic
and has helped the students see a real
purpose in studying computing, leading to
greater enthusiasm.
Allowing the students to choose their own
teams is a great motivator. As teachers,
we’re often inclined to tick boxes when
allocating groups, making sure that the
students are sufficiently mixed so that
everyone can see the outcomes. With
creative projects like this however, it’s far

more beneficial and much less stressful to
allow like-minded students to collaborate,
as they will agree on an area of interest.
Apps for Good offers a real opportunity
for students to build their teamwork and
communication skills. They benefit from
working in their groups, but they also
benefit from presenting and discussing
their ideas with other students in the
classroom.
The Apps for Good course culminates in
a national competition. This generates
a healthy, competitive energy in the
classroom. Student groups offer kind and
constructive feedback to one another - but
they also adopt a winning mentality to
really drive their idea forwards. Every team
wants to create the best project! I think this
makes the course more fun as it’s about
more than just grades.
Having a physical and observable outcome
is important in a lot of STEM subjects, and
computing is no different. Our students
have really enjoyed building their app ideas,
creating mock-ups and actually getting to
see what their products would look like.
During the Apps for Good course last year,
we had a lesson observation and the visitor
was blown away by our students’ passion
and enthusiasm for the subject! That’s
something to be proud of.
Apps for Good offers a real
opportunity for students to
build their teamwork and
communication skills.”
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About the course

Expert Sessions: Real world learning in your classroom
The children felt special. [The expert
sessions] connected what they were
doing directly with industry and
made them feel they were important
enough for an industry professional
to take time out of their busy
schedule to work with them.”
John Smith, Computing Teacher,
at London Academy

As an Apps for Good educator, you and your students have access to a global
community of over 1200 Apps for Good Experts - technology professionals and
entrepreneurs who volunteer their time to bring real-world industry context and
knowledge to your students in the classroom. Typically, Experts mentor student teams
via one hour sessions, either remotely via video conference or in person.

The noise in class is different, it’s positive; they are
enthusiastic and engaged.”
Andrew York, Head of Sixth Form at Lodge Park Academy

Feedback confirms, not only that students find the expert sessions helpful and
enjoyable, but that educators consider advice and input from real industry
professionals key to deepening students’ understanding of the app development
process. Educators report too that students are more motivated, confident and focused
afterwards. You decide when and how often to arrange Expert Sessions for your teams.
You can book Expert Sessions quickly and easily from your Educator Dashboard.

COURSE IMPACT ON STUDENTS’ SKILL IMPROVEMENT LEVEL

80%
Solving problems

74%
Evaluating ideas

84%
Working in
groups
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About the course

Apps for Good Pedagogy
Apps for Good presents an opportunity to try out some fresh modes of learning.
By championing ‘STEAMED’ learning, Apps for Good encourages student participation
in new ways. With art, entrepreneurship and design added to the mix, we see
increased interest from students who might otherwise avoid STEM subjects or perhaps
feel excluded from them.

APPS FOR GOOD: STUDENT DIVERSIT Y
Free school meals
Ethnic minority
Girls

*restated data

The Apps for Good course is designed to inspire all students regardless of age, gender,
background or location.
ART:
Combining creativity
with technology

DESIGN:
User experience

ENTREPRENEURSHIP:
Exposure to business, real world
industry + interaction with Experts

By following an innovative teaching model built around project-based learning, the
flipped classroom concept and a student-led ‘rock climbing’ approach, the problem
solving and learning reins are placed in the hands of your students.

THINK OF YOURSELF AS A ROCK CLIMBING COACH:
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About the course

Case Study / Denbigh High School, Luton
EMMA DARCY, DIRECTOR OF TECHNOLOGY FOR LEARNING & HANNAH HARWOOD, LEARNING LEADER

Why did you become Apps for Good
Educators?

How have you integrated the course
into your teaching schedule?

Mrs Darcy: My colleague, Hannah
Harwood, and I were looking for a way
to engage Year 8 students in coding
and came across the Apps for Good
programme at a conference. We agreed
we would team up to deliver the
programme and signed up immediately!

Mrs Harwood: We’re in our third year
of the programme now. We currently
deliver the course in a one-hour afterschool club with an additional eight
off-timetable mornings, or even full days,
where students come out of lessons
and do intensive sessions on skills such
as business planning, developing the
concept and marketing.

Mrs Harwood: In our school, Year 8
students have a tendency to drift and
become a little demotivated. Mrs Darcy
and I selected 32 students from the
cohort of 224 who we felt were most
at risk of becoming disengaged. Our
aim was to give them a renewed sense
of purpose by getting them to create
something they could be proud of while
learning some important life skills.

For teachers like us who had
never created apps before,
there are step-by-step lesson
plans, and it was up to us
whether we delivered the
programme as an after school
club or in lesson time.”

How easy was it for you to get started
with the Apps for Good programme?
Mrs Darcy: We were a little daunted at
first but were reassured when we realised
the whole course was mapped out for
us. For teachers like us who had never
created apps before, there are step-bystep lesson plans, and it was up to us
whether we delivered the programme as
an after school club or in lesson time.

How useful did you find the tools and
support offered by Apps for Good?
Mrs Darcy: There is a huge amount of
course materials and support from the
Apps for Good organisers. For example,
they recommend a range of free app
creation software and they supply free
licences so you can choose which tools
are best for your students. You can also
book an industry expert to speak to
students - either face to face or via a
Skype conference call. The Experts lead
discussions with students on a range of
issues including the whole business of
apps creation, or writing business plans
or speaking in public.
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About the course

Case Study / Denbigh High School, Luton
EMMA DARCY, DIRECTOR OF TECHNOLOGY FOR LEARNING & HANNAH HARWOOD, LEARNING LEADER

Thanks to the programme, we
saw student attendance and
motivation improve.”

Tell us about the impact the Apps for
Good course has on your students
Mrs Darcy: ‘All the groups benefited
from large amounts of public speaking
experience as well as developing life-skills
like working in a team, over and above
developing their coding skills. The biggest
gain, however, was in terms of student
engagement. In the main this is because
we were not just talking about the
principles involved in app development;
the students were actually making apps
that would be sold on the open market if
they were good enough.’
‘Thanks to the programme, we saw
student attendance and motivation
improve, they applied themselves to
other lessons better and started to take
their education much more seriously.’
Mrs Harwood: ‘Individually, several pupils
were turned around completely. One
boy’s behaviour at the start of the year
was particularly poor but as a direct result
of him taking part in something he could
take ownership of, that he was proud of,
he is now doing extremely well.’

Did your students to enter the Apps for
Good Awards?
Mrs Harwood: ‘When it came to the Apps
for Good Awards, all five teams entered.
We felt it was important that students
had something to aim for at the end
of it. Although none of the teams got
through to the finals in the first year, the
school ran its own competition. We did
not want students to lose momentum
if they weren’t selected for the national
competition.’’
And how does your school benefit
from being part of the Apps for Good
programme?
Mrs Darcy: ‘As a result of taking part in
Apps for Good, the school has gained a
lot of confidence in using technology.
The whole pedagogy around teaching
ICT across the curriculum has stepped up
a level.’
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Everything You Need

>> We provide the training, the course content, the tools, the industry professionals.
You do what you’re best at - inspiring and guiding young people.

Everything you need
“It has developed
how I teach”
Ivan Langton, Head of ICT
& Computing, South West

“ The school has gained a lot more
confidence in technology”
Emma Darcy, Director of Technology for
Learning, East of England

By joining Apps for Good, you become part of an education movement that’s
transforming technology education.
Yes, we provide you with a course that meets curriculum requirements and we
provide the training and upskilling you might need to deliver it - but more than that,
we support you as you inspire a new generation of entrepreneurs and digital makers.
When you sign up to Apps for Good, you gain access to your Educator Dashboard.
Your dashboard is the portal to the world of Apps for Good!

These are just some of the resources you will find in your Educator Dashboard.
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Everything You Need

Sample Course Materials / 5 Minute Lesson Plan

The Big Picture
Students are going to
be working in teams to
design an app to solve a
real life problem.
This is the first lesson
where the course is
introduced.

Differentiation
 Group work to support
lower ability students
 Differentiated
questioning re. tools

Engagement?
Objectives
Core
 Understand what the
Apps for Good course
involves
 Be able to identify
the tools available on
mobile devices
Challenge
 Be able to classify apps
based on their purpose
and the tools that they
use

 Group work
 Discussion re. apps that
students use
 Opportunity to start
coming up with ideas
for own app

Key messages
 Apps can be
categorised as web,
native or hybrid
 Mobile devices have a
number of tools that
can be utilised by apps

Key Words
 Web App
 Native App
 Hybrid App
 Platform

 Classification of apps
for higher ability
students

‘Stickability!’

AFL
 Q&A re. definition of
App and tools available
on mobile devices
 Review of classification
of apps

 Pitch
 Tools

Learning Episodes

Teacher Led or
Student Led?
Teacher goes through
launch presentation
and explains what the
Apps for Good course
involves.
Students put into teams.

Teacher Led or
Student Led?
Students come up with a
definition for what an app
is and brainstorm all the
apps they can think of.
Teacher goes through
what is an app re.
definition and types.

Teacher Led or
Student Led?
Students brainstorm the
tools that mobile devices
have.
Teacher goes through rest
of presentations re. tools
and platform.

Teacher Led or
Student Led?
Students review their
list of apps and try and
classify them.
If there is time students
start to brainstorm
possible ideas for their
app.

Sample Course Materials / Assessment Key Questions for Topic

Knowledge

Analysis

What is an app?

What evidence can you present to show why one

Comprehension
Can you explain why there are different types
of app?

Application
Give an example of an app and describe how it
meets the needs of the user.

app is better than another?

Synthesis
How could you take an example app and change
its purpose for another user?

Evaluation
What criteria are you using to assess how well an
app meets the needs of the user?
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Everything You Need

Case Study / Marc Bowen, Deputy Head Teacher / Raglan VC Primary School
MONMOUTHSHIRE LOCAL AUTHORITY, SOUTH EAST WALES

Why did you become an Education
Partner?
I first read about Apps for Good in an
article in Teach Primary Magazine. I
found out about the work and goals of
the charity and I was hooked! At our
school, we ensure ICT skills development
is always meaningful and relevant to the
current and future needs of the children.
I became an education partner because
Apps for Good is highly relevant to the
interests and needs of the young people in
our school.
How does the course fit in with the
curriculum?
We initially introduced Apps for Good
to a class of 29 Year 6 pupils. We felt our
Year 6 children would have used apps
in their free-time and would have the
maturity to understand and follow the
process behind app development. The
structured and supportive Apps for Good
programme really helped me incorporate
topical app development content into the
existing curriculum. Ultimately, I chose to
integrate the Apps for Good programme
into an extended unit of work in English

focused on the children developing
their own persuasive presentations.
This allowed me to work through the
suggested programme of skills and ideas
development within Apps for Good, while
also directly teaching the required English
language and ICT skills.
How has the course helped you teach
cross-curricular literacy and numeracy
skills?
The Apps for Good programme proved
to be an excellent means of developing
a cross curricular project that covered
a number of different Literacy and
Numeracy skills within the Literacy and
Numeracy Framework (LNF). These
included the development of oracy skills,
through group discussion and formal
presentations; writing skills, as the children
made use of a number of different
techniques to gather, organise and present
their ideas; and Numeracy skills linked
to developing scoring systems for their
game-based apps or even calculating how
much they might charge to make a profit
if they sold the app!

Apps for Good is epic! It
was awesome to make
our own apps and I really
enjoyed talking to Sophia
[Apps for Good Expert]
on Skype.
I can’t wait to do more
work on our app!”
Jonathan, Year 6 Student,
Raglan VC Primary School
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Student App Showcase

Student App Showcase
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Everything Your Students Need

>> Let’s build a global generation of problem solvers and digital makers

Everything your students need
The Apps for Good Awards
At the end of each academic year, we host the Apps for Good Awards - a nationwide
competition in which the top student app teams from across the UK compete to
have their apps launched commercially with the support of Apps for Good and our
industry sponsors.
We host the national Awards to recognise the top apps created by student teams
in the Apps for Good course. Working with industry leaders, we judge studentcreated apps on the ability to solve a real-world problem in a new way and on user
experience, technical feasibility and marketability.
There could be an Apps for Good Award winning team in your class!
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Everything Your Students Need

What happens after Apps for Good?
COURSE IMPACT ON STUDENTS’ CAREER INTEREST

48%

57%

More interested in
a technical job

More interested in using
tech as part of their job

46%

48%

More interested in
a career in business

More interested in
starting own business

Student development and involvement in the digital world doesn’t stop at the end
of the Apps for Good course. For those students who demonstrate a keenness to
further explore opportunities with Apps for Good we have created, in collaboration
with our expert community, businesses and other supporters, the Apps for Good
Fellowship.

Apps for Good Fellowship
By joining the Fellowship, we offer Apps for Good students opportunities to:
99 Explore the world of work
99 Attend events, network with professionals and speak in public
99 Win awards and raise money for their app ideas
99 Get career advice and learn from industry experts
99 Volunteer and mentor their peers

To date, we’ve seen Apps for Good Fellows undertake work experience with London
based digital product studio UsTwo, we’ve seen Fellows present their app ideas at
high-profile industry events like BETT, The Gadget Show Live and Bang Bang Fair
and we’ve even seen Fellows go on to win other industry awards! In 2015, student
team, ‘I’m Okay’ went on to win the Tech4Good Awards.
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Everything Your Students Need

Case Study / Ellora James, Apps for Good Fellow / Wick High School
HIGHLAND COUNCIL, SCOTLAND

What problem did you want to solve
with your app idea?
We came up with quite a few ideas
but just didn’t feel inspired by them.
Eventually, we found a problem we all felt
passionate about. My team developed an
app called ‘Envirocache’. Even though we
live in the countryside, we felt children
were spending too much time on
gadgets and not enough time outside.
We knew we couldn’t just get rid of
childrens’ electronics so we decided to
find a way to use them!

Our idea is to ‘gamify’ walks to
encourage younger children
to get outside and get active.”

Our idea is to ‘gamify’ walks to encourage
younger children to get outside and
get active. People upload walks and tag
interesting plants and wildlife. Children
and their families then walk the routes
and see what they can find along the
way. It’s like a nature treasure hunt.
There are virtual medals/badges and
leaderboards as incentives. The app
shares facts about what you find - so it’s
educational as well.

Our biggest challenge was
definitely the prototype.
Some of our original ideas
were tricky to implement.
Prototyping showed us,
realistically, what was and
wasn’t going to work.”

What was the biggest challenge your
team faced?
Our biggest challenge was definitely the
prototype. Some of our original ideas
were tricky to implement. Prototyping
showed us, realistically, what was and
wasn’t going to work. We worked hard to
figure out how to alter our ideas so that
they would work. That process allowed
us to add new features we hadn’t thought
of before!
What did you learn about during the
course?
I learnt how to use Balsamiq to create
mockups, App Inventor, how to use
Google glass and other cameras for
filming… A lot! Also, during the course I
got to borrow a Raspberry Pi so I could
start learning Python and I haven’t
stopped coding since!

What did you like most about the Apps
for Good course?
I liked developing the prototype the most.
I’d never done anything like that before
but I really enjoyed it.
I literally spent all my spare time in front
of a computer using App Inventor! That
was what really made me click with
computing and I’ve decided it’s what I
want to do with my life.

I haven’t stopped coding
since!”
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Get Started

>> Join the Apps for Good movement and help us change education forever

Get started with Apps For Good
Since 2010, we have equipped educators in schools and learning centres to deliver
the Apps for Good course to over 50,000 young people across the UK. Apps for
Good is transforming technology education and is unlocking the potential of a new
generation of young people. We’re thrilled you’re joining us!

APPS FOR GOOD UK GROW TH SINCE L AUNCH

Education
Partners
Students

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2

38

97

231

516

50

1,300

5,600

17,000

22,500

Getting started with Apps for Good is easy
You will find everything you need to get started with Apps for Good in your Educator
Dashboard. From training and course materials to access to expert sessions, peer-topeer support and case studies - Apps for Good is waiting for you!
If you have questions or you want to speak to us in person, you can reach by phone
or via email:
education@appsforgood.org //
020 8150 6908
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Additional Resources

Additional Resources
You might want to share information about Apps for Good with your Senior
Management Team.
In order that they have all the details they need, we have compiled an easily
digestible guide.

Information for Senior Management
Should you require technical support from your in-school IT technician, we have
prepared a short ‘all they need to know’ guide.

Information for IT Technician

